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1. Complete the following text with right form of verbs given in the box.  .5×10=5
adulterat
e

be accumulat
e

stop suffer commi
t

hanke
r

take go becom
e

Why  do  we  always  (a)  ____  from various  diseases?  Only  for  food  adulteration.  Food
adulteration  (b)  ____  a  subject  of  great  concern  now-a-days.  In  spite  of  Government’s
sincere efforts, this evil practice has (c) ____ yet. Still the act of (d) ____ food is (e) ____ on.
Adulterated foods are (f) ____ by people every day. Consequently, the poison is (g) ____ in
our bodies day by day and it (h) ____ very dangerous. The businessmen (i) ____ after only
money (j) ____ this heinous deed.

2. Change the sentences according to directions.    1×5=5
(a) Taimur was one of the greatest conquerors of the world. (Positive)
(b) He once attacked the province of a powerful prince. (Passive)
(c) He entered the kingdom of the prince and captured a large village. (Simple)
(d) Taimur’s soldiers were all killed by the army. (Active)
(e) He disguised himself as poor traveller to survive himself. (Complex)

3. Complete the text adding suffix, prefix or the both with the root words given in the
parenthesis.    .
5×10=5
The (a) ____  (ward) beauty of a man is not his real beauty. His (b) ____  (ward) beauty
makes him true man. Even man has certain (c) ____ (born) qualities whereby he can become
a (d) ____ (use) man and thus a (e) ____ (celebrate) person. So we may say that (f) ____
(in) values are more important than (g) ____ (out) ones. But it is very sad that we remain (h)
____  (care) about our mental development. We always remain busy with how to (i) ____
(rich) our outer show which is really (j) ____ (value).

4. Complete the passage using suitable connectors.   
1×5=5
(a) ____ flood is considered to be a natural calamity, it is no doubt a blessing for the people.
It is considered to be blessing in the sense (b) ____ it makes the soil alluvial. (c) ____ silt is
scattered over land (d) ____ flood and makes the soil fertile. So, it can be said that the flood
has (e) ____ constructive and destructive sides.



“Stay Home, Stay Safe”


